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The age of the Kaalijårv meteorite craters
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and an entre velocity of 10-21 km s-i, corresponding to an impact
energy release ofabout 2 x 10i3 to l x 10t4 J, which is equivalent to
5--25 ktons ofTNT. Judging &om the size of the primary amter, the
energy released by the impact could, however, be jess by up to a
factor of 5 (Melosh, 1989). Judging åom the distribution of the
craters, the projectile approached the impact site åom the northeast
at an angle of to the ground (Aaloe, 1981; Bronsten, 1962).

EARLIERRADIOCARBONDATING

byen brought into thc crater at a rater date by exactly the dame
process that is supposed to have brought them in in &e Litorina
period. It is also odd that the Litorina type molluscs were sound
only in one crater.

Raukas ef a/. (1995, 1999) studied three mires near the Kaaljjarv
crater at Piila, Pelisoo, and Pitkasoo, and one eom Me island of
Hiiumaa (Koivasoo), and sound a bayer containing silicate spherules
in all of them. The spherules, which were interpreted as "micro-
impactites" (Raukas ef a/., 1999), were sound in the Piila møre at a
depth of 300 to 310 cm and radiocarbon dated to 7586 3: 67 i4C
bears B.P. (uncertainty J: la; sample no., Tln- 1 972).

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND RESULTS

Previous attempts to date the Kaalijårv craters by the
radiocarbon dating of samples aom the take sediments in the main
Grafer resulted in widely varying agfs (Kessel, 1981; Saarse ef a/.,
1991; see also diskussion in Aaloe er a/., 1963; Krinov, 1966b;
Aaloe, 1981). The oldest mdiocarbon date sound in the study of
Saarse ef a/. (1991) was 3390 & 35 14C-yeals B.P. (sample no.,
Tln-1353; the uncertainty is & la), but this sample did not derive
from the bottom of the laks sediments. 'luis led, with much
reservation, to he suggestion that the crater originated berøre 4000
bears B.p. (Saarse ef aZ., 1991). There is, however, a general
disturbance of the sediments in the main crater take caused by
timber that had byen rammed dawn for a pavilion in the middle of
the laks, deposition of large stones, and slumping sediments; and it
is uncertain how much time has elapsed between the crater
formation event and the anset of sedimentation in he crater take.

Because of thise factory, no conclusive mdiocarbon age for the
beginning of the sedimentation has byen sound. Considering the
magnitude of the disturbances in the laks sediments it is unlikely
that a secure mdiocarbon age for the anset of sedimentation will
over be determined.

In this context, it should also be noted that the target rock
undemeath the loess cover was Silurian dolomite(the Paadla
formation), which contains i4C-ften carbon. The dolomite bedrock
is lying flat in the undisturbed surrounding area, but it is raised 60'
at the crater rim. 'luis target rock was highly fractured and cmshed
to stone flour in the cmter, and it is likely that this has resulted in a
hard-water eHect (Mook and Waterbolk 1985; Fontes 1992) in the
crater lake, which could make the radiocarbon gges of the luke
sediments appear alder by an unknown amount

Aaloe (1958) sound shells of land molluscs in one ofthe smaller
craters. The shells were neuer radiocarbon dated, but Aaloe (1958)
interprets this find to indicate that the craters were formed in or
before the Litorina period, 3000--'1000 B.c. This evidence is,
however, very circumstantial because the shells could as well have

In order to circumvent the problems of sampling the disturbed
and hand-water aÆected crater take itselC we decided to sample the
Piila pjat bog km northwest ofthe craters. Here we achieved an
undisturbed and unintemipted stratigraphic sequence of ombrotrophic
pjat for radiocarbon dating. The peas sequence was also analyzed
for Ir, and a distinct Ir-enriched layer was sound. The top of the Ir-
rich bayer marks the præcise time of the impact. We also sampled
the Surusoo pjat bog 25 km northwest of the craters, but His proved
too fæ awad aom the impact site to detect Ir.

Peat monoliths were taken eom open sections excavated for
sampling purposes at Piila (58'25' N, 22'36' E), 8 km northwest of
Kaalijårv, and at Surusoo (58'33' N, 22'24' E), 25 km northwest of
Kaaljjårv (see Fig. 1). '»e Piila peat sektion and the monoliths
(horizontal area: 10 x 10 cm) did not indicate disturbances in the
pest stratigraphy in the interesting unge, 160 to 190 cm below the
suÆace.

The monoliths were dissected vertically and half of bach
monolith used for instrumental neutron activation analysis (rNAA),
the other half for radiocarbon dating and stable isotope analysis
(diSC). The samples used for INAA were incinerated at 450 'C
leaving W%a ofash for analysis. Samples of mg ash were
irradiated for 48 h in the Danish heavy water reaktor DR-3 in a
neutron flux of abdul l x 10i3 n cm-2 s-l and counted on a high-
purity Ge-detector. Samples ofAllende and our Cretaceous-Tertiary
(KT) boundary standard (Gwozdz ef a1, 1992) were also analyzed in
the dame inadiation. The uncertainties for the Ir contents are
generally batter than & 10%. Iridium concentrations were achieved
for some of the samples; for the rest, only upper limits could be
determined. The results of the Ir analyses are listed in Table l and
shown in Fig. 2.

TABte 1 . Results ofthe instmmental neutron activation analysis.+

'Depth is measured below th.e 1994.pjat bog surface. Iridium is given in ng/g in the ash. The amount of ash produced
whcn incinerating at.450 'C .is ]isted as M%D ofthe original dry weight. The calculated Ir content in dry pjat is given in
pgg. The.calculated dellosition rate of IAB material assumcs a 1 0 x 10 cm sample size and an IAB Ir content of i.8 #g/g
6allowing Kracher ef a1.(1980). ' ' ' '
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Lab. No. Locality Depth (top)
(cm)

Depp (bottom)
(cm)

grin ash
(ng/g)

Ash 450 'C
(wt9 )

Ir in dry peas
(Pg/g)

IAB material
(rtg/cm2)

KLR-329 Piila 170 i71.5 <0.245 5.66 <13.7 <0.41
KLR-330 Piila 171.5 173 2.2 5.85 128.7 4.63
KLR-331 Piila 173 174.5 7.2 6.06 436.6 14.89
KLR-332 Piila 174.5 176 8.29 6.37 S27.0 19.71
KLR-333 Piila 176 177.5   6.91 533.6 20.11
KLR-334 Piila 177.5 179 <0.324 6.98 <22.6 <0.91
KLR-335 Piila !79 L80.5 <0.411 7.04 <28.9 <1.17
KLR-336 Piila 180.5 182 5.05 8.56 432.1 21.00
KLR-337 Piila 182 183.5 <0.497 9.74 <48.4 <2.10
KLR-338 Piila 183.5 185 <0.522 7.27 <37.9 <1.82
KLR-339 Piila 185 186.5 <0.473 5.M <26.7 <1.12
KLR-340 Piila 186.5 188 <0.764 7.87 <60.1 Q.58
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Iridium in dry peat (pg/g)
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Fic. 2. Iridium concentration as a funcdon of depth determined in the ash
fraktion ofthe pjat core åom Piila. Airows indicate upper limits. 'Dle top of
he Ir-enriched layer marks the impact.

.6000 4000 -2000 0 2000
FiG. 3. Calibrated age vi. depth for the pjat core at Piila, The interval of
e la is shown for bach date. The top of the Ir-enriched laver and its age is
marked.The samples subjected to mdiocarbon dating were boiled in 1%

HCI in arder to remove any carbonate, followed by boiling in
demineralized water and drying at 120 'C. Tbe samples were then
bumed in pure OZ to produce CO2, and aber purification in a
CaCO3-oven, counted in a 2 L 1.5 atm pressure conventiona!
proportional counter equipped with a proportional guard counter.
Calibration was performed with the University of Washington
calibration program Calib v.4.1, using between 20 and 300 years
averages of the atmospheric kurve (Stuiver ef a/., 1998). The
radiocarbon dates are given in Tabte 2 and the age of the corel
shown as a fbnction of depth in Fig. 3.

DISCUSSION

beCH caused by simple mechanical balling of particles through the
relativcly porous suÆace pjat laver or it could have byen facilitated
by percolating Trin water. In esther case, the top of the Ir-enriched
zone marks the præcise time of the impact. From our observations
on the pest, we believe that centimeter-svale convective colding in
the compacting peas layer is not likely to have taken plage as new
pjat was accumulated on top of the impact layer. We rather think
that the compaction preserved the stmtigraphic sequence, at beast on
a centimeter-scala, as is also demonstrated by numemble examples
of radiocarbon datings in similar sediments at thise latitudes(e.g.,
Andersen and Rasmussen, 1993; Odgaard, 1994). Cryoturbation is
not a likely agent in changing the Ir-profile, because the Ir-enriched
material is very finely divided. 'lhe progressive compaction of the
pest eventually led to a sediment completely impemleable to fine
meteoritic duft. This closure happened in a rather short time span,
probably in much Jess than a hundred years. There seeks to be no
way that the Ir-rich dust could have byen transported upwards in the
pjat at any stage in the compaction process.

The impact marker sample was subjected to high-precision
radiocarbon dating. The sedimentation rate in this portion of the
core is years cm-l (see Fig. 3), and the 1.5 cm trick sample

A pronounced Ir plateau of cm is observed over several
samples in the Piila core starting at a depth of below the
sudace and extending down to(see Fig. 2). We interpret
he highest stratigraphic Javel in the Ir-rich plateau as the marker for
the impact. It seems likely that some of the fine-grained Ir-rich
meteoritic duft originating bom the impact was esther initially
distributed over a couple of centimeters because of the surface

topography of the mire or that it was transported a few centimeters
downwards in the sediment. This transport, which probably tolk
peace in the immediate weeks or months aner the impact, could have
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TABTE 2. Radiocarbon dates.ø

VPDB stands for Vienna Pee Dee Bellemnite and is measured in per mille
+The internal age is calculated on the basis of the sedimentation mtc(see Fig. 3). The intemal age is taken into account when
calculating the calibrated age using the University ofWashington Calibration Program ver. 4. 1 and the iurves of Stuiver e/ a/. (1 998)

rhus has an intemal age ofæ150 years. The result ofthe radiocarbon
date of the impact marker simple is 2307 d: 22 i4C B.p., and the
calibmted age is 400--370 B.c. at xla and an internal age of 150
years, and 42(»350 B.c. at s2a (Stuiver ef a/., 1998).

We have calculated the total amount of Ir deposited at the Piiia
core location to be 2.06 ng of Ir per gram of dry pjat. Assuming an
Ir concentration of 2.8 pg/g in the Kaaljjårv IAB iron projectile
(Kracher ef a/., !980), this coivesponds to a deposition of

80.3 pg/cm2 of Kaalijårv projectile materiel at the Piila site. With
this depositian, a circular area 8 km in radius would have received
160 tons of IAB materiel, a very rough estimate, but in good agree-
ment with the estimated 400--450 tons impactor mentioned above.

In the core from Surusoo, 25 km away aom the Grafer, no
signifikant Ir signals were detected in our continuous INA analysis
of the core that covers a time span åom A.o. 1360 to 2500 B.c. Cal.
So the Surusoo site proved too far away from the impact crater to
contain measurable amounts of Ir-rich material at our present
detection limit, about 10--60 pg Ir g-i afdry pjat (corresponding to a
detection limit of0.4-2.6 pg IAB material per cm2).

Our identification of the Kaaljjårv impact material with the Ir-
rich layer at 400--370 B.c. Cal. is in contradiction with the
interpretation of Raukas ef a/. (1995, 1999) that the silicate-
spheru[e-containing ]ayer at 6500-6270 B.c. Ca]. is corre]ated to the

Kaalijårv impact event. In our opinion two questions remain,
however, conceming the spherule-rich laver. The first is whether
the silicate sphemles sound by Raukas e/ a/. (1995, 1999) are indeed
impactites, and the second is whether they originate 6om the
Kaalijårv impact. A track element study of the spherule bayer at
-6400 B.C. is called for, because at all localities where impactites are
present, there should be plenty of Ir-rich impactor material. An
explanation reconciling the two opposed views could be that there
are two impact layers in the Estonian mires, one at 400 B.c. and one

at 6400 B.C. In the present work, we have by the Ir measurements
prøven beyond any doubt that ttere certainly is one at 400 B.c.

Our estimate of the impactor mæs, 160 tons, is in very good
agreement with plat expected from the size of the craters and
therefore speaks in favor of our identifikation of the 40G-370 n.c.
Ir-rich laver as the impact bayer corresponding to Me Kaalijårv
impact.

Apart from radiocarbon dating a Holocene meteorite crater
precisely, this crater and its age are interesting eom a historical
point of view. The Roman historian Tacitus is widely known for his
description of the Germanic trives, that is, thise Europeans living
north and fast of the Roman frontier, called the times. In his work
Gemma/zfca, Tacitus wrote in A.D. 98 that:

On the right(Eastern) side ofthe Swedish Ocean live the Estonians,
their habits and clothings are similar to the Suedes, but hein
language is nearer to Engtish. They worship the mother of gods.
('lmrrem drum veæranhr') O'acitus 98).

In Greek and Roman mytholagy, the mother of gods is usually
identified with the Phrygian goddess Cybele (Mf7rqp 0(ov; see
Simon, 1997). The Cybele Gult at Pessinus in Asia Miner was
renowned for the transfer of a meteorite to Rome in 204(or 205) B.C.
(Simon, 1997; Kran, 1992). So there can be little doubt that the
mother ofgods, Cybele, to Tacitus was associated with meteorites.

It is conceivable that the witnessing of a large crater-forming
meteorite impact event releasing an amount of energy comparable to
that of the Hiroshima bomb could induce this kind of worship. 'His
possibility is substantiated by archaeological excavations at the mail
crater that have revealed a wall-nke or alter-nke construction right at
the crater rim. Unfortunate]y, no materia] suited for radiocarbon
dating has been retrieved from the archaeological excavations.
However, judging åom the pottery sound near the site, habitation
seems to have started in either Early Iron age or Lade Bronze age

© Meteoritical Society ' Provided by the NASA Astrophysics Data System

Lab. No Locality Depth Intemal age t4C-age s.p. Calculated date at E la  
    (cm below ground) (yean) (Ela) (Stuivere/a1,1998) (9G)VPDB

K-6166 Piila 18-20 20 285 t 70 x.o. 1490-1790 -22.8
K4167 Piila 98-100 20 1 100 s 75 A.n.880-1020 -24.8
K-6168 Piila 104-106 20 1 1 10 & 75 x.n.830-1010 -25.5
K-6169 Piila 1 54-156 20 2000 t 80 100 B.c.-A.n.80 -28.9
K-6289 Piila 168.5-170 150 1960 t 80 50 n.c.-x.o.130 -27.7
K-6694 Piila 170.5-172 150 2228 z 39 340--240 n.c. -28.0
K4693 Piila 172-173 .5 150 2307 e 22 40G-370 B.C. -27.9
K4692 Piila 173 .$-175 150 2377 i 38 460-410 B.C. -28.0
K4290 Piila 176-177.5 150 2560 e 85 820--570 B.C. -27.6
K4291 Piila 182-183 .5 150 3030 t 85 1380-1160 B.C. -28.3
K4292 Piila 188-189.5 150 3620 t 90 2100.-1860 B.C. -28.0
K4170 Piila 208-210 200 6150 t 105 5240-.4920 B.c -27.5

K-6595 Surusoo 30.5-32 300 575 e 33 A.D. 1350-1370 -27.0
K-6596 Surusoo 36.5-38 300 1 167 e 42 A.D. 820-91 0 -26.4
K4597 Surusoo 39.5-41 300 1810 t 35 A.n. 1 80-260 -28.1
K-6598 Surusoo 42.5-.44 80 2275 2 40 39G-240 B.C -27.0
K-6599 Sumsoo 4&49.5   2592 & 34 800-780 B.C. -28.0
KØ174 Surusoo 6&62 100 3060 t 85 1410--1200 B.C. -27.]
K-6434 Suiusoo 63.945.2 60 2990 t 65 13 1G-l 1 10 n.c. -23.7
K-6293 Suiusoo 6&-70 100 3220 e 85 158G.-1400 B.C. -27.7
K4294 Suiusoo 91-93 100 3990 t 90 262a...2360 B.C. -24.8
K4175 Surusoo ll&-120 100 5590 e loo 4520-.4330 B.C. -28.3
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